This is to add to my previous comment about the costs of making a 15 minute phone call. This call was from St George UT to Great Falls MT. A total of 860 miles.

The same call in Great Falls to Great Falls.. Approximately $ 4.50 for the entire 15 minutes, which is still a complete ripoff.

If this is not pure greed and dishonesty then I don’t know what is. The CEO and President needs to spend some time behind bars and see how it feels. I would love for securus to break down exactly what their expense on this call was and what was their income. I would bet it was about $ 1.00 in expenses.. and 8 dollars for the Cascade County Sherriff’s office and 12 dollars in profit for securus.

Again FCC please quickly rule on 12-375 as well as DENY 09-044 as illegal call blocking.